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Fat based barrier layers within products are applied to prevent or reduce moisture diffusion between layers which differ in their water activity. So far, hardened fats with well-defined melting properties have been used in such applications. Due to the need for replacing these fats, investigations have been carried out for an improved understanding of barrier properties as well as mechanical firmness depending on fat crystal network structure. 
For this purpose, mixtures of low and high melting fats (fractions of palm fat, palm kernel fat and milk fat) were characterized after solidification with respect to solid fat content, firmness, barrier properties and crystal network structure. The method of Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) was applied to quantify network structure features. 
A broad range for firmness of solidified fat mixtures could be observed for comparable solid fat contents confirming that the amount of liquid (non-crystallized) fat is not sufficient to predict mechanical properties of such fat mixtures.  Smooth fat crystal network structures without dense crystals indicate firmer networks. On the other hand, networks with many dense crystals and large interconnected areas of liquid fat resulted in lower mechanical firmness. These visually detectable structure effects could be supported by DFA results of. A good correlation was found between firmness and microstructure described by image texture parameters resulting from DFA. 
Large differences were also detected for moisture barrier properties of the fat mixtures. However, firmest fat mixtures with a very smooth crystal network structure were not necessarily the best in barrier properties and vice versa. Again, a correlation could be established between image texture parameters and barrier properties. But in this case, the correlation is more complex.
These results can be used to optimize fat mixtures with respect to their performance in barrier layers and define the fat crystal network structures which are required to obtain either high mechanical firmness of the solidified mixture or a good prevention of moisture transfer. 

